Office of STEM Engagement Active Space Act Agreements Active Space Act Agreements with non-Federal Organizations:

Partner: Crayola Education  
Title: For STEAM Education and Engagement  
Agreement Term: 4/28/2022-4/28/2027

Partner: Crayola Education  
Title: Annex No. 1 under Umbrella Non-Reimbursable Space Act Agreement between NASA and Crayola Education for STEAM Education and Engagement  
Agreement Term: 4/28/2022-4/28/2027

Partner: Texas A&M Engineering Experiment Station  
Title: Reimbursable SAA between NASA and Texas A&M Engineering Experiment Station for Texas Aerospace Scholars  
Agreement Term: 3/25/2022-3/25/2024

Partner: American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA) Foundation  
Title: Nonreimbursable Space Act Agreement Between NASA and AIAA Foundation for Increasing Access to Aerospace Education Resources  
Agreement Term: 1/12/2022-1/12/2027

Partner: American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA) Foundation  
Title: Annex No. 2 for STEM Education and Engagement Activities under Umbrella Non-Reimbursable Space Act Agreement  
Agreement Term: 4/19/2022-4/19/2025

Partner: Center of Science and Industry  
Title: Non-Reimbursable Space Act Agreement for Delivering STEM Engagement to Underserved Youth Across the Nation  
Agreement Term: 10/25/2021-10/25/2026

Partner: Gearbox Labs, Inc.  
Title: Non-Reimbursable Space Act Agreement for K-12 STEM Engagement and Education  
Purpose: To enable collaboration between NASA and Gearbox Labs, Inc. to support Gearbox Labs in its development of STEM project book curricula.  
Agreement Term: 3/26/2021-3/26/2024

Partner: Oak Ridge Associated Universities, Inc.  
Title: Annex No. 1 Under Umbrella Space Act Agreement for Increasing Access to STEM Engagement and STEM Education Opportunities and Experiences  
Agreement Term: 12/15/2020-12/15/2025

Partner: Discovery Education, Inc.

Current as of January 2024
Title: Non-Reimbursable Space Act Agreement for K-12 STEM Engagement and Education
Agreement Term: 11/20/2020-11/20/2025

Partner: NOGGIN (A subsidiary of Viacom CBS)
Title: Umbrella SAA for NASA-Themed STEM Learning Experiences for Preschool-Aged Children and Their Families
Agreement Term: 10/20/2020-10/20/2025

Agreement Term: 10/20/2020-10/20/2025

Partner: STEM Next Opportunity Fund
Title: Umbrella Space Act Agreement for Increasing Access to STEM Engagement and STEM Education Opportunities and Experiences
Agreement Term: 8/27/2020-8/27/2025

Partner: STEM Next Opportunity Fund
Title: Annex 1 for the STEM Next Million Girls Moonshot Initiative Under Umbrella SAA for Increasing Access to STEM Engagement and STEM Education Opportunities and Experiences
Agreement Term: 8/27/2020-8/27/2025

Partner: Microsoft Corporation
Title: Promoting STEM Education and Engagement
Agreement Term: 2/23/2023-2/24/2028

Partner: Microsoft Corporation
Title: Annex 1 Engaging Students in STEM Using Minecraft
Agreement Term: 2/21/2023- 2/21/2028

Partner: Texas Instruments, Inc.
Title: Annex 1 to the Non-Reimbursable Space Act Agreement for Strategic Alliance for STEM Engagement and Outreach Activities
Agreement Term: 3/17/2020-3/17/2025

Partner: US Satellite Laboratory
Title: Annex 1 under Umbrella SAA for Collaboration on Endeavor Science Teacher Certificate Project and STEM Engagement Activities Agreement Term: 12/18/2019-12/18/2024

Partner: Prairie View A&M University
Title: Capstone Experiences to Benefit Cross-Disciplinary University Students - Prairie View A&M University
Agreement Term: 9/13/23-9/13/24

Current as of January 2024
Partner: Aerospace Industries Association
Title: For Increasing Access to Aerospace and Rocketry STEM Engagement Activities
Agreement Term: 3/15/23-2/1/2027

Partner: Aerospace Industries Association
Title: Annex 1 For Engaging Elementary and Middle School Students in Rocketry
Agreement Term: 3/15/23-2/1/2025

Partner: Zozude LLC dba Institute of Competition Sciences
Title: For Increasing Access to STEM Challenges
Agreement Term: 1/4/2023-1/4/2026

Partner: Code.org
Title: For Increasing Access to Computer Science Resources for K-12 Teachers and Students
Agreement Term: 10/5/2022-10/5/2027

Partner: Pear Deck
Title: For Increasing Access to STEM Digital Resources for K-12 Teachers
Agreement Term: 11/2/2022-11/2/2027

Partner: Houston Independent School District
Title: Reimbursable Space Act Agreement for Collaboration for STEM Engagement, Education, and Community Outreach Activities
Agreement Term: 8/25/2023-6/30-2024

Partner: Houston Livestock Show and Rodeo
Title: NONREIMBURSABLE SPACE ACT AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION LYNDON B. JOHNSON SPACE CENTER AND HOUSTON LIVESTOCK SHOW & RODEO FOR COMMUNITY RELATIONS AND EDUCATION OUTREACH ACTIVITIES
Agreement Term: 2/23/2023-2/23/2028

Partner: Houston Livestock Show and Rodeo
Title: Reimbursable Space Act Agreement Between National Aeronautics and Space Administration Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center and Houston Livestock Show and Rodeo, Inc. for Texas High School Aerospace Scholars
Agreement Term: 5/30/23- 5/29/2024

Current as of January 2024
Office of STEM Engagement Active Space Act Agreements Active Agreements with Other Federal Agencies:

Partner: US Department of Agriculture (USDA) Forest Service, State & Private Forestry
Title: Interagency Agreement between National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and USDA Forest Service, State & Private Forestry for STEM Education and Engagement Around Trees Grown from Seeds Flown in Space
Agreement Term: 6/25/2021-6/25/2026

Partner: National Science Foundation
Title: Memorandum of Agreement between National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Office of STEM Engagement and National Science Foundation (NSF)
Agreement Term: 3/3/2021-9/30/2025

Partner: US Department of Education
Title: Memorandum of Understanding to Advance Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics Education
Agreement Term: 5/24/2023-5/23/2028